This paper presents a workflow validation method for data-intensive graphical workflow models using real-time workflow tracing mode on data-intensiveworkflow designer. In order to model and validate workflows, we try to divide as modes have editable mode and tracingmode on data-intensiveworkflow designer. We could design data-intensive workflow using drag and drop in editable-mode, otherwise we could not design but view and trace workflow model in tracing mode. We would like to focus on tracing-mode for workflow validation, and describe how to use workflow tracing on data-intensive workflow model designer. Especially, it is support data centered operation about control logics and exchange variables on workflow runtime for workflow tracing.
Introduction
Traditionally, workflow management concept was business process automation and control [1] . Nowadays, workflow concept and application are going to diffuse not only business process but also several area and industry, so that a workflow has focused on execute system and data resources without human resouces. [2, 3, 4] are researches about related data-intensive workflow or scientific workflow. [5] has formal representations of data-intensive workflow model, and [6] has implemented tool about data-intensive or scientific workflow model design.
This paper approach data-intensive workflows that are used automated service by data or systems. Particularly, we are focused on how to validate data-intensive workflow models with 1 graphical notations.
In organizing the paper, we start from describing the two modes concepts on data-intensive workflow designer. The next section describes the operations for data-intensive workflow validation are is consist of workflow runtime control functions, applying colored workflow model and checking variables check with describing an implementation of data-intensive workflow model execution. And describing related works of this research. And we finalize the paper with conclusions.
Two Modes of Data-Intensive Workflow Designer
Data-intensive workflows are special in perspective of does not have properties about human resources. It support just data-processing with data-processing activity and workflow logics. So, it is most important validated data processing, because of data focused.
In general, well-known workflow management systems [7, 8, 9] are operated by the concept for build-time and run-time. In order to validate workflow with visual approach, it should has build-time concept and run-time concept for data-intensive workflow designer. So, the data-intensive workflow deisnger has two modes support both design and run workflow. We named it such as: one is editable mode and the other is tracing mode.
The Editable Mode
For workflow process design and activity property configure, it is opened editable mode for workflow model designer. We could design workflow model and configure property of activity using drag and drop method. 
The Tracing Mode
Contrary to editable mode, the tracing mode are support semi-automated execute data-intensive workflow model for validation of workflow which includes control and data-processing with real-time concept. In tracing mode, it can support colored workflow concept like program code debugging for data-intensive workflow designer. So, that has docking area like canvas for control, data grid for variable expression and thread for workflow instance management. In figure 3 , centered area is tabs for canvas and below area are tabs about variables grid and threads.
A data-intensive workflow is started by triggering message. This message is a trigger whenever a user starts workflow. It is following the specified XML data format as application type. Note that, this workflow framework should operate many applications. So, messages are defined different as application specification. In other words, data-intensive workflow models are executed by triggering messages which is depended by each application. Therefore, we try to make and send the message on a general application has data-intensive workflow functions. 
Overall Concept of Operation
In order to validate workflow model using graphical method, we start workflow designer by workflow tracing mode. On tracing mode, we could operate and control real-time workflow. There are data for managing and controlling the data-intensive workflow like belows:
• Model information: Workflow model that could be defined by modeling tools and executed by workflow engines.
• Application trigging message: Triggering message could execute that is defined workflow model as workflow application.
• Workflow runtime control data: Control data has break point and current state information. If control data changed by workflow runtime tracing tool, workflow engine should be observed.
• Workflow instance variables: workflow instance variables are created and modified by workflow engine that run workflow step by step. Therefore, workflow runtime tracing tool observe the file during workflow running time.
(Figure 5) Expression of Break Activities with Red Colored Icons
The workflow engine and a workflow tracing mode (workflow runtime tracing tool) communicate via shared workflow files. In particular, there are meaningful 'workflow instance variables' file has information about workflow runtime data should be checked.
Colored Workflow Models
This data-intensive workflow designer could support a special type of workflow model, which is called a colored workflow model [18] . So, we would define activity states as colored icons.
• Red colored icon(s): Expression of the break activity on run-time workflow.
• Yellow colored icon(s): Expression of current activity on run-time workflow.
In order to operate workflow trace, it needs to define commands such as start, stop, step over and continue.
• Start: Starting workflow trace with a triggering message.
• Stop: Stopping workflow trace on break activity.
• Step over: Moving the next step from current step.
• Continue: Moving the next break activity from current step.
After workflow real-time tracing start with the message, workflow run until break-point. Figure 6 is expression about break activities of a workflow model with red colored icons (xy: variables icon and foot-print icons), and figure 7 is expression about current holed activity with yellow clored icon (xy: variables icon) for the workflow real-time tracing. 
Variables Check
In real-time tracing mode on workflow designer, workflow instances are able to express by a workflow thread, which could watch workflow information related with workflow-data and variables. In figure 8 , we can watch workflow-data and variables of the workflow. In order to validate an activity of workflow models, we would like to check variables that are input and output data by visual approach. If output data are intended from input data for the activity, the activity are validated. We could check with visual approach on real-time workflow tracing of workflow model designer. 
Variables Exchanges
In order check workflow logics correctly, occasionally, it should be changed a variable of workflow. When holed time, it would be possible by changed the file which manage workflow variable data. This function is very useful for validation runtime without workflow control logic exchange or triggering message exchange. 
Related Works
[10] describes data flow and validation on business process. And [11] approach workflow validation with workflwo net theory. And, [12, 13] describes verification and validation of grid workflow management system for modelling, redesign and execution of large-scale sophisticated scientific and business processes in many complex e-science and e-business applications. [14] is focused on rule-based workflow validation like business-to-business workflow interoperation across virtual organizations. [15] was researched validation framework for e-science business processes. There were research for validation and verification on business process and data process workflow management. And, [16, 17] has each workflow simulation tools information but, that describes business process area, mainly. In visualization of workflow informations, [18, 19, 20] are focused on workflow information analysis like social resouces, human resources or system resouces. Therefore, data-intensive workflow validation with visualization method is rare. So, this reseach and implemnetated results are worth.
Conclusions
So far, this paper has explaind about a validation method with the tracing mode of workflow designer and its descriptions that include configurations and operations of the data-intensive workflow. Based upon the tracing mode on workflow model designer, we are able to create or modify workflow models as validated. We so believe that this work might be one of good contributions for improving and advancing the data-intensive workflow management technology.
In future work, we will attempt to advance and improve functions of data-intensive workflow validation.
